
 

 

 

92% Kids Lost Language Skills, 82% Lost Math. It’s State of Emergency in 

Education, says Anurag Behar the CEO of Azim Premji Foundation. This 

derivation rings an alarming bell that rhymes with most educators of the day, 

Mayor World inclusive 

 

Dear Parents, 

Greeting from Mayor World! 

 

The pandemic has caused devastating effects on education system that needs to be contained at 

the earliest. While we do take pride in saying that we delivered our best in the online classes and 

did not let our children bear any kind of disadvantage, they still are no match to the real offline 

classroom teachings because a school is not just about books and exams, it’s about overall 

personality development that gets impacted by lot of factors including the social environment 

and the feeling of oneness with the teachers and peers. The Guru- Shishya parampara seems to 

be highly getting distorted as of now and we do wish to try getting things back to normal as soon 

as we possibly can. 

 
With the Teachers Day approaching soon, the best gift our teachers have asked for is having their 

students back in classes. Going with the sentiments of teachers and requests received from some 

of our parents, the School has decided to go ahead with offline classes for the interested. We are 

happy to announce that Offline classes will be provided by the School from Monday, 6th 

September for the willing students of all Grades, right from Nursery to XII. We had made a note 

of students who had opted for offline classes in our recent survey. A separate section will be 

made to accommodate these students in the School.  



 

 

More students desirous of attending offline classes may please register their names with their 

Class Teachers at the earliest. A revamping of sections could be expected to accommodate these 

changes and will be duly informed to the concerning students.  

 
We do understand the concern of parents and re-assure that we will follow the SOPs and  

guidelines announced by the Government religiously and make the School a safe place of 

learning. Our staff has been vaccinated and is looking forward to attending to the needs of 

children. 

 
Let us concentrate on the actual learning and not just the academics and marks. If you feel your 

children are missing out on real education just as Anurag Behar and us, please do send them to 

school. For the rest, we’ll have online classes. 

 
We wish all the parents who have been mentoring their children along with the teachers a very 

Happy Teachers Day. 

 
Looking forward to welcoming our young learners, 
 
Regards 

Principal 

 
Ref : https://www.news18.com/news/education-career/92-kids-lost-language-skills-82-lost-
math-its-state-of-emergency-in-education-anurag-behar-4080002.html 
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